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How can you download in less than 5 minutes? Forget wasting your time trying to figure out the complicated process of using the download manager on the official FM
site and use ours! At Sortitoutsi.net we have one of the most simple and reliable download managers that guarantees a consistent speed. All you have to do is follow
these steps: Deleting cache is the first thing I do whenever a new patch or data update has been released in order to fetch completely new files in case some files has
been modified. It simply re-installs the game to default. When the official Football Manager (e.g 20.2 or 20.3 transfer and data update) are released, everyone should
delete the Football Manager caches, before either continuing their save game or starting a new one, in order to make sure the game loads properly. 3. Next, load up
Football Manager and click on the FM logo in the top-right corner to bring up a drop-down menu. Select Preferences. Head to the Advanced tab and select Interface from
the drop-down menu. Scroll down to the Skin section and make sure the following two options are unchecked: Use caching to decrease page load times and Show screen
IDs in Title Bar to assist skinning. Then, all you need to do is click Reload skin when confirming changes in Preferences and then Confirm. 3. Next, load up Football
Manager and click on the FM logo in the top-right corner to bring up a drop-down menu. Select Preferences. Head to the Advanced tab, click on Most Common and select
Interface. Scroll down to the Skin section and make sure the following two options are unchecked: Use caching to decrease page load times and Show screen IDs in Title
Bar to assist skinning. Then, all you need to do is click Reload skin when confirming changes in Preferences and then Confirm.
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